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The premise was; how can I show four
different alphabets in one font that alternate as you type. What are the differences, common shapes and sounds for
Latin, Celtic, Cyrillic and Greek.
Encrypto combines them into a Latin alphabet that helps solve a cultural problem; it celebrates the differences and
points out the overlaps.
Encrypto a Latin alphabet in upper and
lower case font combines alternate alpha2
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In the advent of the
revelations by Edward
Snowdon and Julian
Assange we have entered
the encryption age on the
web V3.0 and it needs a font.
The premise was; how can I show four
different alphabets in one font that
alternate as you type. What are the
differences, common shapes and sounds
for Latin, Celtic, Cyrillic and Greek.
Encrypto combines them into a Latin
alphabet that helps solve a cultural
problem; it celebrates the differences
and points out the overlaps.

Encrypto a Latin alphabet in upper and lower case font combines
alternate alphabet glyphs, of the
four major alphabets; depoliticizes
and synthesizes them for the sake of
communication. Numbers and punctuation marks also have alternate
glyphs.
It produces a very unusual font
that results in what appears to be
random juxtapositions of alternate
glyphs for a pseudo disguise as the
user types the words. The four different alphabet readers can easily
read the Latin font because of similarities shared in the four alphabets.
Not the sort of font that once you
have seen a few letters you know

what the rest is going to look like.
It removes those expectations.
Cybergraphics made use of some
open-source Pyton scripting developed by Virus VujaDe and online
communities to do the font with.
N O T E : The word Encrypto can be
set in 4 096 different ways if you
use a single text box for each letter.
Encrypto font also has the official
Unicode symbol 0243 for Bitcoin
cryptocurrency =

Ƀ
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Encrypto Class 1
DEFAULT FIGURES ARE
PROORTIONAL LINING FIGURES
ADVANCED OPENTYPE FEATURES:
FRACTIONS
DISCRETIONARY LIGATURES
ORDINALS

ENCRYPTO REGULAR

US$ 39.00 EXCL VAT
SOFTWARE FORMATS

Mac, Win and Linux
OpenType PS1 and TrueType
flavoured.
Character set:
Basic Latin
+ Latin-1 supplement
+ Latin Extended-A
		

Latin Extended-A

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRS
TUVWXYZ abcdefg hijklmn
opqrstuvwxyz 0123456789
¹²³¾¼½¦&$¢£¥€%‰
ÁÀÂÄÃÅÉÈÊËÍÌÎÏÑÇÓÒÔÖ
ÕÚÙÛÜŸÝÐŁŠŽØ
áàâäãåçéêêëíìîïñóòôöõúùûü
ýÿšžøƒ ¶§ † ‡ ßÆæŒœ
Þþłð∆∏∑π{([ ])}+±÷‹«≤<=>≥›»
¤√∫≈≠◊@®©™ ªºµ#ı*^`×´ ¨•°~¬
∞ ,.…:;„¿?¡!‘’“”"', /|\- – — ·
<> «»¸˝˛ˇ _ˆ˜¯˘˙˚
āăąćĉċčďđēĕėęěĝğġģĥħĩīĭįıĳĵ
ķĸĺļľŀńņňŉŋōŏőŕŗřśŝşţťŧũūŭ
ůűųŵŷźżžſșțȷĀĂĄĆĈĊČĎĐ
ĒĔĖĘĚĜĞĠĢĤĦĨĪĬĮİĲĴĶĹĻ
ĽĿŃŅŇŊŌŎŐŔŖŘŚŜŞŢŤŦ
ŨŪŬŮŰŲŴŶŹŻŽȘȚ

Encrypto Class 2
ALTERNATE GLHYPHS
INSERTED AS YOU TYPE

Encrypto Class 3
ALTERNATE GLHYPHS
INSERTED AS YOU TYPE

Encrypto Class 4
ALTERNATE GLHYPHS
INSERTED AS YOU TYPE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRS
TUVWXYZ a bcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvwxyz 0123456789
!" ' $ % & ( [ � � ] ) *+ ,- . : ; ? @ × £ �
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRS
TUVWX YZ ab cdefghijklmn
opq rstuvwxyz 0 1 2 3456789
! " ' $ %& ( [� � ]) *+ , - . : ; ? @ × £ �
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRS
TUVWXYZ abcdefghijklmn
opqr stuv wx yz 012 3456789
! " ' $ % & ( [ � � ] ) *+ , - . : ; ? @ × £ �
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Test fonts before you buy

Character CE set

CyberGraphics cc, 31 Doris Street,
Kensington, Johannesburg, RSA
Copyright © 2012 Jan Erasmus.
All rights reserved.
No part of this publication may be
reproduced without written permission from Cyber Graphics.
Trademarks: Azania

This font you cannot try before you
buy due to the fact that a .html frame
cannot read Phython scripting. See
the movie on www.cybergraphics.
bz/ portfolio-fontfoundry-Encrypto.
html which will demonstrate how
it works.

This CyberGraphic fonts contain the
following characters to be a Central
European version:

Web:
http://www.cybergraphics.bz
Mail to: jan@cybergraphics.bz
Studio voice contact hours:
Mon-Thu: 9h00-14h00\16h00-18h00.
Friday: 9h00-15h00
Voice: +27 (0) 11.624.1711
Cell: 072.395.1259
Skype: cyber0116241711

Technical specks

Buying and licensing fonts
Order online or via email:
jan@cybergraphics.bz
or order by phone: 011.624.1711
When we receive an emailed PDF
from a direct bank transfer for payment made by 15h00 SA standard
time, fonts are emailed to you the
same day in your preferred format.
Order by Mail:
CyberGraphics,
31 Doris Street, Kensington,
Johannesburg, 2094, RSA. Enclosed
payment by check: all checks must be
payable through a RSA bank, in ZAR.
Licensing:
Each CyberGraphics font package
is automatically licensed for use on
a single output device/printer and 5
seats at one geographical location.
Unlike most other software which
must be purchased at full price fore
each device, you may upgrade your
CyberGraphics fonts to multiple
printer or multiple CPU use at a
substantial discount; starting at 50%
off for the 2nd 5 seats and ranging
up to 95% off for over 255 seats.
(The upgrade price is calculated as a
percentage of the original package
price)
Also available right now from;
www.fonts.com
www.linotype.com
www.itcfonts.com

CyberGraphics Fonts are available in
Mac and Win OpenType PostScript
1 and TrueType formats for use with
Mac, Windows, UNIX and Linux OS
systems. To maximize usefulness and
avoid confusion for single platform
users, our regular retail fonts do
include Cross-Platform capability.
Default figures in Encrypto are
Proportional Lining figures.
Advanced OpenType 		
features:
Fractions, Discretionary Ligatures
and ordinals.
The font only works on OpenType
Savvy applications. Not in MS Word
for example.

BASIC LATIN + LATIN - 1 SUPPLEMENT

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST
UVWXYZ abcdefghijklmno
pqrstuvwxyz
0123456789 ¹²³¾¼½¦
&$¢£¥€%‰ 0123456789
ÁÀÂÄÃÅÉÈÊËÍÌÎÏÑÇÓÒ
ÔÖÕÚÙÛÜŸÝÐŁŠŽØ
áàâäãåçéêêëíìîïñóòôöõú
ùûüýÿšžøƒ¶§†‡ßÆæŒœ
ÆæŒœ bÞþłð∆∏∑π
{([b])} +±÷‹«≤<=>≥›»¤√∫≈≠◊
@®©™ ªºµ#ı*^`×´¨• °~¬∞
,.…:;„¿?¡!‘’“”"', /|\- – — ·<> «»
¸˝˛ˇ _ˆ˜¯˘˙˚
+ LATIN EXTENDED - A

āăąćĉċčďđēĕėęěĝğġģĥħĩīĭįıĳĵ
ķĸĺļľŀłńņňŉŋōŏőŕŗřśŝşţťŧ
ũūŭůűųŵŷźżſșțȷ
ĀĂĄĆĈĊČĎĐĒĔĖĘĚĜĞĠĢĤ
ĦĨĪĬĮİĲĴĶĹĻĽĿŁŃŅŇŊŌŎŐ
ŔŖŘŚŜŞŢŤŦ ŨŪŬŮŰŲŴŶŹ
ŻȘȚ

